Greetings to all our People and Satanic Comrades.

We are going to add a new RTR. This is an RTR from the New Testament which is in Ancient Greek, I wrote it. HPS Maxine knows this and gladly approved this, and additionally, many thanks must go to Azazel, because he helped by giving knowledge which resulted in making this Ritual.

We are forced by time to put this up before the Solstice, as unfortunately, the void moon today prohibits us from doing things as we would like. But if we begin today (as we should) this will open the Ritual from today, and therefore we can freely repeat it again in the Solstice.

For those lacking time, you can go straight to the Ritual.

Now what the Jews did to our Gods was a sneaky thing. This doesn't involve the ET's, but how they are known to us in our little mind world to say. In the mass unconscious we have (the mass mind of humanity in other words), the Gods have been banished. This has nothing to do with the beings themselves, but our perception and the opening of our mind and soul to them. This coupled with ignorance, attacking our own Gods, and massive physical violence, took it's toll over the centuries.

Due to our mass belief, in our "Reality" as a species, we have also accepted that the Gods have been finally 'banished'. While the jews frivolously practice necromancy, communication with their dead, call their reptilians on the top to receive guidance and so forth, Gentiles hardly can communicate. This is what has saved the jews. Order has been overthrown in the world simply because we live in a different mini-universe based on jewish crap, and not on real, natural understanding anymore.

This feat was not achieved by the jews either. It was achieved by the Gentiles who, due to the enemy lies, have been mentally and spiritually closed to the Gods and our Ancestral faiths so to say. The jews are not the source of power in anything they do, but they are manipulators and skilled parasites that have knowledge about magick which they have turned to criminality. If there was a criminal record or
penalty for misuse of magick or spiritual abuse, the jews would have, all of them, to be executed infinite times.

While Jews take extra care to not arouse any negative (for them) forces of the Demons or Gods, they of course put naive and retarded Gentiles in the front to commit their crimes for them, against their own Gods, to blaspheme them, and if possible even attack them. One example is how they robbed the tombs in Egypt, which the robbers died for hundreds of years until they finally broke in.

The Gods know who is responsible, but other curses and other pestilences put in place to fall on offenders, actually fell on people doing these deplorable acts, ie the Goyim the jews have put to do these. The jews took the loot off of the dead and called it a day, receiving only part of the damage, if any.

For this reason the Goyim are told to blaspheme the Gods, attack their own, be non-spiritual, and generally be "Christians" which is the doctrine of killing yourself forever. Expendable pawns at best. The wise jews at the top do know better than to blaspheme the Gods.

According to Rabbis, the Pagan Gods are far higher in power than their own thought-forms, and they know it, in the words of some, also MILLIONS of times stronger. But a tight hold in the mass unconscious, massive ignorance, denial of spirituality, and using people as shields in the millions and billions has helped them well. We live in our own little reality (not us here, but humans in general) with these phenomena closed outside. Only Jewish influences are allowed to roam freely so to say.

Stupidity comes with a price. This however allowed the jews to walk around in one piece, so to say, and by rallying their slaves against their own Gods, they abused the relationship and love the Gods have for the Gentile people to put them in the front of this heinous crimes. This is nothing basically but taking hostages, and as such limiting the destruction that can fall upon yourself if you are a Jewish bolshevik spiritual terrorist.

Lastly, this Ritual will help everyone of us (this will help open the power of the Gods into our own world so to say). From which all of us benefit immensely.

Now that the background, which was necessary, has been explained, we move on.  

This Ritual is pretty easy. The only part you need to pay some attention to, is that since this is Reversed Ancient Greek (New Testament is chock filled with very
important curses), you will really need to listen to the MP3. I did my best to write this in an understandable way.

**Below is the Reverse Torah Ritual [mp3 at the bottom of the text]:**

Raising your energies before the Ritual:


For people extremely short on time, you can do this 3 times, but indeed every turn takes at best 2 minutes (even in the mp3 audio it was slow so to say) and therefore the whole ritual can take around 20 minutes to 15. This ritual is extremely powerful and will be extremely stimulating.

Vibrate the words below 3, 9 or 10 times [10 is by FAR the best]: [On pronouncing the words scroll below]

1. UU-SH • EE-THAM-ONO • OHT • EN • NEE-MEE • E-TEE-EES-HAT-OPY • DEMO-NIA • AT • EE-K • E-EE-REEK • SET-NO-YEL • SARAKH • ATEM • O-EE-D • ATNOK-EEM-OHT-VEE • EE • EE-TH • NASP-ERTS-E-PEE •

2. ATN-OSH-EP • OO-AN-AR-U • EE-OT • KEE • NEE-PART-SHA • S-Ooh • SATANAN • NOT • NOO-RHO-ETH-E • SEE-O-TEE-VA • E-DH • NE-PI-EE •

3. EE-SEE-KEE-THA • EE-M • EE-O • SA-MEEH • NETH-OO • IAK • UOR-TH-CH-Y (EE) • YOT • NEEM-AN-EED • NEET • NA-SHAP • IPE • IAK • SCORPION • IAK • OPHEON • ON-APEE • NEE-TAP • YOT • NAEE-SEE-OKSH-E • NEET • NEEM-EE • AK-O-THEE-TH • EE-OTHEE •

4. SEE-OON- AR-UO • SEE-OHT • NEE • EETP- AR-YEE-Y-NEE • NOM-EEH • ATAM-ON-OH • TA • EE-TOH • E-TH • ETER-ECH ----- E-TEE-SSH-AT-OPEE • NEE-MEE • ATAM-VE-NP • EE-TOH • TA • ETER-ECH • EEM • OT-YOT • NEE • NEE-PL •

*After you have vibrated the above 10 times, affirm the following 10 times [Satanas-Affirmation-Satanas is one time. Aum is at the beginning and the end, only done 1 and 1 times.]:*

x1 AUM-
x10 [Vibrate SATANAS:

The Jewish influence, control and bindings on Satan and His Demons are completely untied and are now void and nullified.

The Jews, their god and their angels have lost any and all spiritual authority over the Demons and Gods of Satan.

Satan and His Demons are restored to the heavens and in full power and authority, now and forever.

THE JEWISH GOD IS OVERTHROWN, DEVOID OF ANY SPIRITUAL AUTHORITY AND COMPLETELY DESTROYED!

Vibrate SATANAS]

x1 AUM-

The above is ONE TURN and must be done 10 times for MAXIMUM effectiveness.

Close the Ritual with a big HAIL SATAN!

__________________________________________

On pronouncing the words:

Everything is to be vibrated as you see below. THESE DO NOT HAVE TO BE PERFECT! Some of the syllables you may have some issues with, as they are strange sounds. NO PROBLEM AT ALL! Just keep doing the Ritual. Do not stress this, focus on the Ritual instead. Below is the Mp3 which makes everything easier.

The EE is a high EE sound (slightly prolonged).
The I is a cut EE sound.
The Y is a as in the word YOD.
Some double syllables like NP or PL, the sound is between the two letters. PL (as in Plato), NP is a vibrated N with a vibrated P stuck afterwards.
OO is the U sound.
The U is a tougher OO sound (more strongly pronounced).
TH and DH are as in Thoth, but the DH is a stronger, more powerful sound, almost the exit of your mouth. TH is softer, more on the back.
SH is a tough SH as in SHAKTI.
You will see some H in the text. You pronounce these as a minor CH sound. As in HAT basically.
Stuck vowels like RTS are RRRR-TTT-SSS, each letter vibrated individually but in rapid succession.

Mp3 for pronouncing the words.

The Mic sucked, but it is 100% cohesive.

https://www.dropbox.com/s/w0n8bs6maeu30cg/RTR_72_Free.mp3?dl=1

- High Priest Hooded Cobra 666
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